


 

1. The Ventilators will be supplied subject to the NHS terms and conditions (purchase 
order version) for the supply of goods and are attached to the covering email of this 
letter for your ease of reference, to the exclusion of all other terms. 
 

2. Penlon Ltd shall ensure that the Ventilators have all necessary approvals from MHRA. 
 
3. The price of the Ventilators supplied under this Order will be calculated on cost plus a 

mark-up basis, calculated as follows: 
 

A=B+C+D 

Where: 

A = Price payable for Ventilators 
B = cost of manufacture of Ventilators (as incurred by Penlon but excluding pass 

through costs) 
C = an amount equal to % of B 
D = agreed pass through costs 

 

For the avoidance of doubt, pass through costs will not be subject to the % mark-up. 

For clarity, the cost of component parts will be the amount paid by Penlon Ltd to component 
part suppliers/manufacturers net of any taxes, discounts and rebates. Penlon Ltd will provide 
transparency to the Cabinet Office with respect to all costs associated with the manufacture 
of ventilators and accordingly it will provide such evidence as the Cabinet Office may 
reasonably require to enable the Cabinet Office to verify such cost prices. 

In order to support the rapid production of the Ventilators, it is recognised that it may be 
necessary for the Cabinet Office to provide a level of advance payment to enable Penlon Ltd 
to facilitate the sourcing of certain component parts. To the extent that the Cabinet Office 
makes such advance payment, that payment shall be set-off against amounts due from the 
Cabinet Office under the Order. In addition, with respect to component parts purchased by 
Penlon Ltd utilising the advanced payment made by the Cabinet Office: 
 

(a) Penlon Ltd shall transfer title in those component parts to the Cabinet Office 
provided that this transfer of title will not prevent Penlon Ltd using those Component 
Parts to manufacture and supply Ventilators under the Order; 

 
(b) title in the component parts will transfer back to Penlon Ltd at the point of supply of 

Ventilators; and 
 

(c) Penlon Ltd will take all such steps and execute such documentation as may be 
necessary to give effect to the arrangements contemplated in paragraphs (a) and 
(b) above.  

 

Cabinet Office has already supplied Penlon with £  to cover set-up and liquidity 
costs and an additional  for the long lead time components to be used for 
manufacturing this order and the previous order of 5,000 units.  
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In addition to this order for 10,000 units the Authority will allow you to recover mobilisation 
costs and associated long lead time components for 30,000 units, as detailed in the 
spreadsheet attached to the covering email, to the value of £32,100,000.00 (ex. VAT). The 
cost of these long lead time components shall be offset against the price of the units 
delivered and invoiced for, and shall remain the property of the Authority until such time as 
the offset takes place.  

Invoice payment is contingent on adherence to the embedded Delivery Schedule, with the 
last delivery invoice to be placed no later than w/c 1 June 2020. The Delivery Schedule is 
aligned to the Penlon Commercial Model submitted to Cabinet Office and is attached to the 
covering email for ease. 

 

The purchase order is placed subject to the terms of the NHS terms and conditions 
(purchase order version) for the supply of goods and are attached to the covering email of 
this letter for your ease of reference, to the exclusion of all other terms. 

 
 
Very kind regards, 
 

 
 

Government Chief Commercial Officer 
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